Queer Me:  2011 NYC
Art & Gender Politics
FEB 11  -  MAR 31, 2011
The premise of this project was to coordinate a Queer Caucus members exhibition comprised of work that challenges the narrow interpretations and representations of queer identity. We selected artists who are connected by their beliefs that contemporary image-making is a means to push the boundaries of art practice as it relates to “queerness.” It was inspiring to see so many artists combine personal vision with an impressive grasp of materials. The eclectic nature of our selection exemplifies the vitality and the freedom of the community in which the work is being made. The work illustrates that the most interesting pieces are grounded in lived experience: conveying a sense of place, where the work was made, and who made it. We’d like to thank the artists whose work we had the privilege of being introduced to via the review process.

- Garth Amundson & Darren Lee Miller, jurors
Garth Amundson & Pierre Gour
*Ghost Written No. VII, No. XVII*
Altered pigment prints & serigraph

Garth relentlessly explores identity politics through image making. More recently, his work is made collaboratively with Pierre Gour, his partner of 25 years. This fall, they exhibited a site-specific body of work at Gowoon Gallery in South Korea. Amundson was awarded a J. William Fulbright Foreign Scholarship in 2006-7 and holds an MFA from Syracuse University. He is currently an Associate Professor at Western Washington University.

Darren Lee Miller
*Easter Tree, Grand Opening*
Archival inkjet prints

Darren Lee Miller is an artist and educator in rural northwestern Pennsylvania. His curatorial work includes “INBETWEEN: (re)negotiating gender, ethnicity and sexuality,” and “Diasporas and Dreams.” Miller is Gallery Director and Assistant Professor of Art at Allegheny College in Meadville, PA.
Mary Babcock  
*Cocoon*  
Silk, fiber, & barbed wire  

Melissa Boyajian  
*Delicious Fruit*  
Video  

Therese Buchmiller  
*Queen Cake, Couplets, Dis-ease*  
Mixed Media  

Jessica Burke  
*Gender Outlaw*  
Ink & collage on mylar
Anna Campbell
Rib Cage
Video

Gaye Chan
Brides (June, July, August, September)
Mixed media & photo

E. G. Crichton
Lineage: Matchmaking in the Archive, Jo Daly, Larry DeCaesar
Digital Print

George Dinhaupt
002
Digital Print
Jess Dugan
Corinne and Travis
Photographs

Alex Emmons
Birdcage Doorbell
Cyanotype

Sean Gyshen Fennel
Secret Incomplete, Secret Incomplete,
& Secret Incomplete
Photographs

Harmony Hammond
Portrait (Jean Genet)
Digital print
Censura
Oil on canvas
Jesse Jagtiani
*Oh Boy!*
Video

Sean Johnson
*Teaching Son to Shave (Daddy & Son Series), Travis (Reveal Series)*
Digital Prints

Jesse Kahn
*Transformations Centerpiece*
Digital Prints

Jacob Kincheloe
*Mutual Affinity*
Graphite on paper
Lucretia Knapp
Cody and Dad, Cody, Calvin
Digital Inkjet Prints

Mark Lubich
An Orange Bison in America
Mixed Media Collage

Shelley Marlow
Go Dogs Go/Dogs in Bed
Photo collage

Ann P. Meredith
Everything I Know I Learned in the Movies I, Everything I Know I Learned in the Movies II, Everything I Know I Learned in the Movies III
Silver prints
Cobi Moules
*Untitled (Jazz), Untitled (Christmas), Untitled (Camping 4)*
Graphite on paper

Cory Peeke
*Connect the Dots*
Mixed media

Larry Schulte
*Brazilian Soccer*
Mixed media

Jeannie Simms
*Readymaids: Vivi and Friend, Taj Mahal, Arya and Elly, Dwi and Friend*
Pigment prints
Buzz Slutzky
*Self Defense (In Memory of Jasmine Valentina), Hair Corset*
Mixed media

Craig Snyder
*Wait*
Video

Lynne Todaro
*Lipstick Lesbians*
Mixed media

Anthony Viti
*Sloppy Hole*
Works on canvas
Nathan Lam Vuong
*Untitled*
Video
*Post Ironic: Issue #7*
Print

Jason Watson
*Kut/ Kill, Kur/ Keep, Krimp/ Keep*
Mixed media

Jonathan Weinberg
*Deviant 1: Paul Reubens; Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell: Iwo Jima Monument*
Acrylic and gold leaf

Lynne Yamamoto
*Untitled*
Silk tissue, pins, velvet
If there are any questions about purchasing work, feel free to contact QueerMe2011@gmail.com and we will pass you on to the appropriate party.
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